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Learning how to doodle is super fun and easy. Once
you know how to create these simple doodles, they

open up limitless ways to get creative.   
 

You can use doodles in your art journal, in your
monthly bullet journal theme, in hand-made greeting
cards, and even pair them up with your favorite quotes

and put them up as wall-decor in your room! 
 

By purchasing our pre-launch edition, you get 365
step-by-step doodles for the price of 31. You get all

doodles for the month of January and you can send
special requests for what you would like to learn in the

coming months. 
 

Get remaining step-by-step doodles on Jan 31, when
we launch the complete E-book!

want to get started
with doodling?

https://gum.co/365-doodles


WINTER DOODLES

the month of January is cold in most

countries and if you are a winter

lover, you will find a lot of joy in re-

creating our winter doodles that

remind you what it's like to be tucked

indoors when it's freezing outside. 

TRAVEL DOODLES

SELF-CARE AT HOME

DOODLES

it's a new year but not a lot has

changed. a lot of us are still working

from home and spending a lot more

time indoors. these doodles are a

reminder to take care of yourself as

you spend more time indoors.

2020 put a huge halt to all our travel

plans but that hasn't stopped us from

making travel bucket lists. In fact,

they've got only longer. Add a touch

of creativity to your travel bucket-list

with these doodles or use them to

document your old travel memories.

sneak-peak into our
doodles for January
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By purchasing our pre-launch edition, you get 365
step-by-step doodles for the price of 31. You get all

doodles for the month of January and you can send
special requests for what you would like to learn in the

coming months. 
 

Get remaining step-by-step doodles on Jan 31, when
we launch the complete E-book!

Pre-Order
365 Days Of Doodling

For Just $5

Love these doodles?
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FOR THE KIDS FOR THE ARTIST

FOR BEGINNER CREATORS

FOR ROOM DECOR FOR BULLET JOURNAL FOR ART JOURNALING

These doodles are for
everyone 

PRODUCT BY



CREATE THEMED COLLAGES1.
CREDIT - MARIEBROWNING.COM

what you can do 
with doodles



2. CREATE GREETING CARDS
CREDIT - THOUGHTFULLY HANDMADE

what you can do 
with doodles



3. CREATE WALL DECOR
CREDIT - FERUM (ETSY)

what you can do 
with doodles


